CHAPTER 1: Introduction
Gambling is deeply rooted in American culture (Findlay, 1986). In precolonial times, the
proceeds from lotteries authorized by the ruling English monarchy were used to subsidize
explorations to, and settlements within, the New World (Ezell, 1960). As colonial America
matured, government and private lotteries, as well as social gambling, were common. The
colonial era of gambling ended with the spread of Jacksonian morality, aided by numerous wellpublicized scandals. Civil War reconstruction introduced a second era of gambling, as lotteries
were employed as a form of voluntary taxation to rebuild the war-torn South (Rose, 1998; Ezell,
1977). Gambling continued to spread until 1890, when a scandal involving the Louisiana lottery
resulted in federal legislation that effectively banned state lotteries and prohibited other forms of
gambling for nearly 70 years (Rose, 1998; Ezell, 1977).
The United States is now in the midst of a third era of widespread legalized gambling,
which began in 1931 when Nevada relegalized casinos (Rose, 1986, 1995). Initially, Americans
in this era limited legal gambling opportunities to the Nevada casinos, charitable bingo, and parimutuel gambling, such as horse and dog track racing. Popular forms of illegal gambling, such as
offtrack betting, back room casino games, and numbers, were associated with organized crime
and were treated as vice crimes by law enforcement institutions. Then, beginning in 1964,
gambling expanded greatly after New Hampshire initiated the first modern state lottery,
signifying a change in traditional social and moral barriers. As of this writing, some form of
gambling is legal in all but 3 states, casino or casino-style gambling is available in 21 states, and
37 states have lotteries (National Opinion Research Center, 1999). In 1988, Congress passed the
Indian Gaming Regulatory Act, which allows tribes to operate any form of gambling currently
legalized in the state in which the tribe resides. Resistance by many state legislatures to casino
gambling and state-sanctioned sports betting continues, but in numerous jurisdictions other forms
of gambling have become institutionalized, with state budgets increasingly dependent on
gambling revenues.
The advent of state-sponsored lotteries marked a significant policy shift in which the
states moved from tolerance to active sponsorship and aggressive marketing of their own games.
Public support of this shift is beyond question, with over 80 percent of adults in the United States
participating in various forms of commercial or state-sponsored gambling sometime during their
lives. Collectively Americans wagered over $551 billion in 1997 in legal gambling activities
(International Gaming and Wagering Business, 1998). Although gambling is popular and has
social and economic benefits, there are also costs involved for individuals, families, and
communities stemming from pathological and problem gambling.
COMMITTEE CHARGE
In August 1996, President Clinton signed P.L. 104-169, establishing the National
Gambling Impact Study Commission, whose purpose is to conduct a comprehensive study of the
social and economic impacts of gambling in the United States. Section 4(a), (2)(C) of the new
law called for “an assessment of pathological or problem gambling, including its impact on
individuals, families, businesses, social institutions, and the economy.” The act further states
under Section (b)(1): “In carrying out its duties under section 4, the Commission shall contract
with the National Research Council of the National Academy of Sciences for assistance in
conducting the studies required by the Commission under section 4(a), and in particular the
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assessment required under subparagraph (C) of paragraph (2) of such section.” In response to a
subsequent request from the National Gambling Impact Study Commission, the National
Research Council established the Committee on the Social and Economic Impact of Pathological
Gambling.
The committee’s charge was to identify and analyze the full range of research studies that
bear upon the nature of pathological and problem gambling, highlighting key issues and data
sources that may provide scientific evidence of prevalence and multiple effects.
In its review and assessment of the contemporary research on pathological and problem
gambling, the committee examined the diverse and frequently debated issues regarding the
conceptualization of pathological gambling, its prevalence and effects on individuals and society,
its causes and cooccurrences with other psychiatric disorders and substance abuse, what we
know about preventing and treating it, and the role of technology in the development of
gambling. This review included consideration of over 4,000 gambling-related references, of
which approximately 1,600 were determined to be related to pathological or problem gambling.
Of these, about 300 were found to be empirical research studies. It was this relatively narrow
subset of studies, primarily published in peer-reviewed journals, that the committee concentrated
on in determining the strength of the available literature in all key areas.
BRIEF HISTORY OF PATHOLOGICAL AND PROBLEM GAMBLING
For as long as humans have gambled, there has been apprehension about excessive risktaking and intemperate gambling. Histories of gamblers who lose control recur through the
centuries, and from early times their behavior was labeled an addiction (France, 1902, cited by
Wildman). In early Roman law, the original addict was a debtor (Rosenthal, 1992) who, because
he could not pay what he owed, was brought into court and enslaved (Glare, 1982; Wissowa,
1984). Hence, judges pronouncing sentence could make the addict the slave of his creditor.
These early “addicts” were not limited to gamblers, although in early Roman times gambling
was rampant (France, 1902, cited by Wildman, 1997).
Descriptions of many features of what is now clinically described as pathological
gambling have appeared in historical accounts of many world cultures, as well as in American
literature since the early colonial period. Some famous Roman emperors were avid gamblers,
and there is some evidence that Claudius and Nero would meet a modern definition of a
pathological gambler (Wildman, 1997). Fear of a loss of control over gambling caused King
Richard the Lion-Hearted to restrict dice playing during the crusades (Fleming, 1978). In the
17th century, gambling was regarded as a vice that ranged from the making of small wagers to
the staking of all the gambler’s earthly property, and in some instances the person’s title
(Wildman, 1997; Rose, 1988). Dostoyevsky in The Gambler (1866), a fictionalized account of
his own experiences, writes of the cognitive distortions, loss of control and self-esteem, and
hopelessness currently associated with clinical definitions of severe gambling problems.
Many historians and other writers have noted patterns of behaviors that resemble current
descriptions of clinical symptoms of gambling problems (e.g., Cotton, 1674; Stith, 1752;
Dostoyevsky, 1866; France, 1902, cited by Wildman, 1997). Landon Carter (cited by Findlay,
1986) spoke for the southern gentry when he compared a man with a passion for gambling to a
slave. In 1791 an article in The Western County Magazine refers to gambling as an addiction,
and describes the preoccupation and distraction, citing many cases of individuals who lost
everything and committed suicide (see Steinmetz, 1869). Admonitions against gambling were
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also prominent during the 1820s and 1830s, as part of the temperance movement. In 1834,
Charles Caldwell, a physician and prominent medical educator, labeled gambling an addictive
vice that would render men mad (Wildman, 1997). Another physician, J.T. Taylor, also
described gambling as an addiction and, like Cotton almost 200 years before him, describes most
of the criteria and associated features of gambling problems that comprise the current clinical
description of pathological gambling as determined by the American Psychiatric Association
(1994). He describes the shame, guilt, and secrecy of the gambler; preoccupation with gambling;
neglect of wife and home; neglect of employment; extravagant spending; turning to theft and
other illegal activities to support gambling and other expenses; and, finally, suicide (see Taylor,
1838). During the 1840s and 1850s, clergymen and reformers such as Henry Ward Beecher and
William Alcott described the gambler’s descent through addiction and madness into crime (see
Fabian, 1990:55-56).
In the first half of the 20th century, psychoanalysts became interested in gambling
(Rosenthal, 1987). Starting in 1914 with Von Hattingberg, they contributed case reports and
speculative essays in which patients were often identified as gambling addicts. Freud was
particularly interested in why people would deliberately seek out and repeat self-destructive
behaviors. He believed that it was not for money that the gambler gambled, but for the gambling
itself, what psychoanalysts would refer to today as “the action.” Freud thought gambling was an
addiction; he placed it in a triad with alcoholism and drug dependence (Freud, 1928).
During the 1930s, legalized gambling became widely available in the United States. With
21 states opening racetracks with pari-mutuel betting and the relegalization of casino gambling
in Nevada, gambling problems began to gain attention. The first meeting of Gamblers
Anonymous took place in Los Angeles in December 1957. The self-help fellowship was
founded on the belief that character changes within gamblers themselves were necessary to
ameliorate problematic gambling and its effects, and that changes could be made by adopting
spiritual principles used by those recovering from addictions (Gamblers Anonymous, 1997). As
the fellowship expanded, its now famous 20 questions became the de facto standard used to
gauge whether or not gambling behaviors were compulsive (see Appendix A). The questions
became the basis for modern classification systems that determine the chronicity and seriousness
of gambling problems in part by the consequences of gambling behavior. Subsequently,
explanations of the cause of gambling problems began to focus on the gambler’s personal
attributes rather than solely on social and economic consequences. People with gambling
problems were conceptually transformed into problem gamblers. And if the gambling problems
were chronic, the problem gambler was considered a “compulsive gambler,” an early term for
pathological gambler.
ORGANIZATION OF THE REPORT
The purpose of this report is to describe the current scientific knowledge about the
definition, extent, nature, effects, and treatment of pathological gambling, as well as emerging
technologies that may affect them in the future.
Chapter 2 considers the concept of gambling and describes contemporary patterns of
excessive or pathological gambling. It considers gambling from two distinct perspectives: (1)
how clinicians and researchers understand gamblers and the ranges of their behaviors and (2)
how such behaviors, particularly pathological gambling, can be understood in terms of the
harmful consequences associated with these actions. In the course of this discussion, a
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nomenclature unfolds and is offered for future use. The chapter also lays a foundation for our
review of the scholarly literature pertaining to the extent and nature of pathological gambling, its
social and economic effects, and its treatment. Finally, this chapter suggests ways of improving
understanding of pathological and problem gambling. Inherent throughout is a critical scientific
consideration of pathological gambling as both a psychological and a social construct, and an
analysis of its definition as a psychiatric disorder.
Chapter 3 describes the prevalence of pathological gambling in the United States, making
note of complications and limitations in the existing research. Chapter 4 assesses our
understanding of the origins of pathological gambling. Chapter 5 discusses the social and
economic benefits of gambling and assesses the literature about the effects of pathological
gambling on individuals, families, communities, and society. In it we discuss the few available
studies of socioeconomic effects as examples of how knowledge in this area can be advanced.
Chapter 6 reviews characteristics of treatment seekers, treatment approaches and effectiveness,
and health care and prevention issues. Chapter 7 considers how advances in the organization and
technology of gambling have affected pathological gambling and may increasingly do so in the
future.
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